


INDULGE IN THE LUXURY OF EMOTIONS AND STYLE

Enjoying an outstanding location in the heart of the city’s bustling 
financial and performing art district, and just steps away from the 
Government Hall and Main EU Commission Office. The five-star Swiss 
Diamond Hotel Prishtina, creates a welcoming environment where u 
can feel at home.



Swiss Diamond Hotel offers you the level of elegance and sophistication. 
Nothing has been left at random in this truly finest de-luxe Hotel. The rich 
handmade furniture inspired by Empire style, marble design, Venetian 
crystal chandeliers and mirrors, paintings, frames and all authenticate 
the excellence of superiority and valence.



Spacious and  elegant rooms with King Size beds, work-desk, 
neoclassical  furnishings enhanced by Italian marble baths with 
separate glass embossed shower and luxury amenities.

Rooms
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All our rooms are equipped with LCD High Definition TV with interactive 
system, intelligent air conditioning control system, internet and Wi-Fi, 
safe and minibar with a selection of soft drinks, alcoholic beverages 
and snacks.
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Rooms



The extremely specious Penthouse Suite offers our most distinguished
guests the level of elegance and sophistication. The suite is designed 
in contemporary Imperial style with refined hand-made furniture, crystal 
chandeliers, eight-person Dining table, separate Living Room with 
comfortable elegant sofas, two high-definition LCD at-screen television 
with dual speakers, walk-in dressing closet with
separate extremely spacious 2-sided armoires.
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Penthouse Suite



The luxurious and comfortable Living Room designed for entertaining
your guests with its entry area that leads to a Private Kitchen where
your Butler can prepare an early morning coffee or you can even 
have a Private Chef prepare a special dinner for your guests.
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Penthouse Suite



Iliria  Restaurant with an elegant and intimate setting offers an 
exceptional dining experience to our guests with signature dishes 
created by our internationally recognized Chefs.

Restaurant Iliria
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The cuisine we offer is typical Mediterranean with genuine products, 
simply tasteful. We are recommending you not to miss the opportunity 
to try our Iliria Restaurant cuisine.
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Restaurant Iliria



Swiss Diamond Hotel’s ideal location in the heart of the city and just 
steps away from the Government Hall and Main EU Commission Office, 
makes it so easy to use for an event of almost any size. Exceptional 
banquet, meeting and conference facilities, a team of professionals 
to assist you, we create the wow factor so that your guests experience 
the special five-star treatment you want to offer them.

Conference & Meeting Rooms
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We offer 6 different size of Conference rooms: 
Marec, Ulpiana, Artana, Dyar, Bozhur Diamond Club, from Grand 
Ballroom size to Small Meeting Room and we will prepare all the details 
of your event so that you can feel at ease while we ensure everything 
to be perfect.

With natural lighting, a high ceiling, crystal chandeliers and marble 
oors, our exceptionally exible conference & meeting rooms have 
a seating capacity for up to 350 guests and can be configured to 
perfectly serve the needs of any function and event.
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For business and private meetings, with the best chosen drinks, iconically 
glabal alcoolic brands such as wines, whisky, armagnac and cognac.

VIP Room
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Located on the basement, the Venus Wellness Health & Spa offers the 
most modern facilities and a wide range of possibilities to relax and 
enjoy.

Indoor Swimming Pool, Jacuzzi, Turkish Bath, Infrared Sauna, Finish 
Sauna, Steam Bath, Ice Cave, Salt Room, Relaxation Room, Fitness 
Center, Hairdressing Salon and Diamond Medical Center.

Diamond  Medical Spa
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Our unique spa treatments are designed to relax, rejuvenate and 
restore your body. They are developed using genuine ingredients or 
drawn on treatments that have their roots in ancient health and wellness 
practices. Piroche Cosmetiques, our lifestyle brand, offers exclusivity 
and choices to improve your health and enhance the quality of your 
life. We provide exceptional spa treatments and fitness facilities to 
promote health, beauty and wellbeing.
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Diamond  Medical Spa



This exclusive luxury wellness concept focuses on providing a heaven
of relaxation and nurturing to members and guests, while providing
complete care of the skin and body by a team of experts.
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Diamond  Medical Spa



At Swiss Medical Center, besides the dermatologic controls, Dr. Allma 
Kocinaj also offers various services such as facial aesthetic interventions 
like botox, filler, mesotherapy, chemical pilling etc. Also available in 
this center are other body treatments like anti-cellulite, laser for hair 
removal and capillaries.

Health Center
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For all these services the doctor is specialized and certified in various 
dermatological aesthetic centers in Europe and Turkey. This provides 
customers with an efficient and safe handling, taking into account the 
presence of the most modern and sophisticated device.
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Health Center



The Hotel Gallery, decorated in Imperial style, with the best Italian 
marble, Sicilian-style columns, crystal chandeliers, create a refined and 
welcoming environment. 
While tasting your special cocktail you can  find the best gift for your 
loved one, your friend or family member,  among  the selection of the 
luxury items exposed on the Gallery windows. 

Gallery
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Among the selection of the luxury items exposed in our Diamond Fash-
ion boutique, it is worth mentioning brands such Tombolini, Zegna and 
Moreschi that you can find down the hall after the gallery windows.

Diamond Fashion
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SWISS DIAMOND HOTEL PRISHTINA
Sheshi Nëna Terezë, p.n. 10000 Prishtinë

Tel. +383 (0) 38 220 000  
info@sdhprishtina.com
www.sdhprishtina.com


